The aim of this paper is to test the performance of the standard version of CAPM in an evolutionary framework. We imagine a heterogeneous population of long-lived agents who invest their wealth according to di¤erent portfolio rules and we ask what is the fate of those who happen to behave as prescribed by CAPM. In a complete securities' market with aggregate uncertainty, we prove that traders who either "believe" in CAPM and use it as a rule of thumb, or are endowed with genuine mean-variance preferences, under some very weak conditions, vanish in the long run. We show that a su¢cient condition to drive CAPM or mean variance traders' wealth shares to zero is that an investor endowed with a logarithmic utility function enters the market. We …nally check the robustness of our results allowing for di¤erent kinds of heterogeneity among traders.
Introduction

Motivation
A major part of the research in …nancial economics is directed towards improving our understanding of how investors make their portfolio decisions and hence of how assets' prices are determined. Many capital asset-pricing models have been put forth in the literature. In particular, mean-variance analysis and the Sharpe-Lintner-Mossin CAPM 1 are widely viewed as one of the "major contributions of academic research in the postwar era" [Jagannathan and Wang (1996), p.4] .
Over the past two decades a number of studies have examined the empirical performance of CAPM, invariably providing strong evidence of its inability to explain (and therefore to predict) the behaviour of …nancial markets 2 . Nevertheless, " [i] n spite of the lack of empirical support, the CAPM is still the preferred model for classroom use in MBA and other managerial …nance courses. In a way it reminds us of cartoon characters like Wile E. Coyote who have the ability to come back to original shape after being blown to pieces or hammered out of shape" [Jagannathan and Wang (1996), p.4] .
In this paper we are after Wile E. Coyote once again, but with a new device. In fact, econometricians have empirically rejected its predictions and …nancial theorists have criticised its restrictive assumptions, but no one to our knowledge has studied CAPM in an evolutionary framework. The focus of our paper is to …ll this gap in the literature and, in particular, to test the performance of the standard version of CAPM in an evolutionary setting.
Conventional …nancial theory shows that, under well-known assumptions, CAPM stems from rational behaviour. However, a recent strand of literature on evolution and market behaviour stresses that rationality is neither su¢-cient nor a necessary condition for survival. Therefore an interesting question to ask is whether CAPM prescribes a behaviour which can be considered "…t" in an evolutionary sense.
We imagine a heterogeneous population of long-lived agents who invest according to di¤erent portfolio rules and we ask what is the asymptotic market share of those who happen to behave as prescribed by CAPM. Namely we aim at detecting the asymptotic properties of the wealth shares of traders that either "believe" in CAPM and use it as a rule of thumb for their portfolio decisions, or display genuine mean-variance behaviour. Our results suggest that there are several circumstances of economic interest in which their wealth share will converge almost surely to zero. A su¢cient condition to drive CAPM traders to extinction is that an investor endowed with a logarithmic utility function enters the market.
We believe that this is an interesting result not only because it proves that CAPM is not robust in an evolutionary sense, but also because it triggers once again the debate on the normative appeal and descriptive appeal of logarithmic utility approach as opposed to mean-variance approach in …-nance. Since a seminal article by Kelly (1956) , several …nancial economists and applied probabilists have been debating whether maximising a logarithmic utility function is "more rational" for a rational trader. The debate originates from the dissatisfaction with the mean-variance approach which fails to single out a unique optimal portfolio. In fact, the chosen mix between the risk free asset and the market portfolio depends on each investor's degree of risk aversion. Several authors 3 have argued that a rational long run investor should maximise the expected growth rate of his wealth share and, therefore, should behave as if he were endowed with a logarithmic utility function 4 (the so called Kelly criterion). This yields a unique solution to the optimal portfolio problem. This claim has been opposed by Merton and Samuelson (1974) and Goldman (1974) .
In particular, Merton and Samuelson's critique stressed the obvious contradiction which lies in arguing that rational traders should maximise a utility function which is di¤erent from their own 5 . The evolutionary framework adopted in this paper suggests that maximising a logarithmic utility function might not make you happy, but will de…nitely keep you alive! 3 See, for example, Latane (1959) , Breiman (1961) , Mossin (1968) , Hakansson (1971) , Finkelstein and Whitley (1981) and Algoet and Cover (1988) . 4 Theoretical biologists [see Cooper and Kaplan (1982) ] envisage an adaptive process which is similar to the Kelly criterion as the …ttest reaction of animals to a changing (and therefore risky) environment. 5 Another interesting contribution to this debate is due to Luenberger (1993) . He develops a model where investors have preferences on in…nite sequences of wealth rather than wealth at a …xed (but later taken to the limit) terminal time; he assumes that those preferences display a tail property, so that investors are interested only in the long run; and …nally he shows that these asymptotic preferences can be represented by the expected logarithm of returns.
Related Literature
The literature on evolution and market behaviour is in its relative infancy. The idea that economic institutions could be modeled as biological organisms is not at all new. As E. Penrose points out: "Economics has always drawn heavily on the natural sciences for analogies designed to help in the understanding of economic phenomena. Biological analogies in particular have been widely used in discussions of the …rm"[E. Penrose (1952), p. 804] . However, the literature addressing producer 6 and consumer 7 theory with evolutionary techniques has notably increased in recent years. The research effort in this direction has, in fact, become so impressive and diverse that we will not attempt a review here. We will, instead, concentrate on the more self-contained strand of literature to which the present paper speci…cally contributes. In particular, we will focus on the literature that aims at studying market forces as evolutionary forces and long run market outcomes as the result of a process akin to natural selection.
Most of the literature on evolution and market behaviour stems from the debate on bounded rationality in economics and …nds motivation in the simple idea that individuals "may be irrational and yet markets quite rational"[G. Becker (1962) , p. 8]. Becker proved that several basic features of orthodox economic theory can be derived as aggregate-level consequences of agents' behaviour, which need not to be rational in a strict sense and can, in fact, even be random. This insight has been often backed up by experimental evidence. Numerous studies on competitive market behaviour 8 suggested that the process which guides markets (near) to equilibrium does not rest upon agents' rationality.
A recent study by Luo (1995) proves that, in an evolutionary model of an industry where …rms choose their output randomly, provided that there are no barriers to entry and that exit automatically occurs when a …rm makes negative pro…ts, the industry converges in probability to a perfectly 6 Following Penrose (1952)'s seminal article, several authors have addressed the problem of …rms' survival in an evolutionary setting. Both Witt (1986) and Scha¤er (1989) test the common belief that pro…t maximising …rms exibit superior survival performance.
7 For instance, Rogers (1994) studies the evolution of time-preference by natural selection. A recent paper by Robson (1996) develops a biological model to determine the …ttest attitude to risk.
8 See Plott (1982) for a review of experimental results on competitive markets' behaviour. Interesting results on simulated …nancial markets are provided by Gode and Sunder (1993). competitive equilibrium.
Furthermore, a related strand of literature has been concentrating on noise trading. Noise traders in …nancial markets have been not only analysed from a welfare perspective, but also from an evolutionary point of view. Shefrin and Statman (1994) develop a model in which sophisticated and informed Bayesian traders interact with traders that make systematic cognitive errors. They show that, provided that noise traders are patient enough and that they do not commit errors that are "too serious", they will not be driven to extinction by informed traders. De Long et al. (1990 , 1991 prove that noise traders can eventually come to dominate the market, if they unwillingly happen to make "good" cognitive mistakes. Biais and Shadur (1994) consider a market where non-overlapping generations of buyers and sellers trade to share risk. They show that irrational traders, who misperceive the risk but enjoy a higher bargaining power, might outperform rational traders who correctly assess the distribution of risk.
This paper is very close in spirit to Easley (1992, 1993) . They develop an evolutionary model of a …nancial market, identify conditions for survival and prove false the common belief that rational behaviour is always selected for and irrational behaviour is always selected against by market forces. In particular, they show that the …ttest behaviour in a risky security market is prescribed by a logarithmic utility function 9 . Namely, traders who follow the Kelly criterion dominate and determine equilibrium prices asymptotically. On the other hand, whenever a logarithmic utility maximiser enters the market, all other types of traders are driven to extinction unless they asymptotically behave as if they were logarithmic utility maximisers. As a result, in the long run, traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function will survive, as well as successful imitators.
In this paper, we adopt Blume and Easley's framework and de…nitions of dominance, survival and extinction of traders. However, in order to show that logarithmic traders dominate and CAPM and mean-variance traders vanish, we cannot directly apply their results. This is because of two major reasons.
In the …rst place, Blume and Easley's results on logarithmic traders' dominance do not necessarily imply that CAPM traders would vanish. In fact, nothing in principle excludes that CAPM traders will asymptotically behave as logarithmic utility maximisers. This remark, which is certainly true for any general trading behaviour, is particularly biting for CAPM behaviour because of its imitative nature. In fact, a trader who believes in CAPM invests according to a risk-free and a market portfolio, where the most successful trading strategies are better represented. There is, therefore, some sort of imitative behaviour implicit in CAPM.
A second reason why our results do not stem from a direct application of Blume and Easley, is that both CAPM and mean-variance trading rules do not satisfy a crucial boundedness assumption which Blume and Easley impose. Their main theorem 10 , in fact, requires that the amount of wealth each trader invests in each asset has a uniform strictly positive lower bound. This technical assumption is not exactly harmless since it prevents us from applying their results to many interesting economic situations in which portfolio weights do not display uniform boundedness 11 of this type. In our setting, for instance, it prevents us from comparing the relative …tness of CAPM and mean-variance behaviour as opposed to logarithmic utility maximisation.
Overview
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the model and develop the evolutionary setting. Section 3 contains the main results for traders who believe in CAPM: …rst of all some trivial cases are discussed, then our main result is proved in a simple setting, and subsequently its robustness is checked removing some simplifying assumptions.
In particular, subsection 3.1 rules out two trivial special cases: in the absence of aggregate uncertainty and/or when CAPM traders' degree of risk aversion is such that they invest all their wealth in the market portfolio, CAPM traders behave exactly as logarithmic utility maximisers and, as immediate consequence, they survive. Subsection 3.2 deals with existence of equilibrium in this simple economy: we show that there is no market clearing equilibrium in a population of traders who believe in CAPM; on the contrary, existence and uniqueness are guaranteed whenever both logarithmic utility maximisers and CAPM traders are present in the market. Equilibrium prices are then characterised. Subsection 3.3 contains the main results: we prove that logarithmic traders dominate, determine equilibrium prices asymptotically, and drive to extinction the population of CAPM traders. Subsection 3.4 extends these results to n types of traders, to traders with heterogeneous risk attitudes and …nally to traders with di¤erent savings rates.
In section 4 we prove our main result for traders who display a genuine mean-variance behaviour. Section 5 concludes the paper.
For ease of exposition, proofs are in the appendix.
The Model
Consider a complete securities market. Time is discrete and indexed by t = 0; 1; 2; :::. There are S states of the world indexed by s = 1; 2; :::; S, one of which will occur at each date. States follow an i.i.d. process with distribution p = (p 1 ; p 2 ; :::; p S ) where p s > 0 for all s. Let -= £ 1 0 f1; 2; :::; Sg with representative element ! = (! 0 ; ! 1 ; :::; ! t ; :::) where ! t is the state at date t. De…ne -t = £ t 0 f1; 2; :::; Sg with typical element ! t for each t = 0; 1; 2; ::: . Let = denote the product-¾-…eld on -; …nally let = t denote the sub-¾-…eld ¾(! t ) of =, so that f= t ; t¸0g is a natural …ltration. Asset s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg pays w s > 0 when state s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg occurs and 0 otherwise. At each date there is only one unit of each asset available, so that w st = w s will be the total wealth in the economy at date t if state s occurs. This wealth will be distributed among the traders proportionately according to the share of asset s each trader owns. We assume, unless otherwise stated, that there is aggregate uncertainty so that w s 6 = w z for s 6 = z: as shown in section 3.1.1 the evolution of the system becomes trivial in absence of aggregate risk. Moreover, without loss of generality, we assume: w 1 < w 2 < ::: < w S . Let ½ st be the market price of (one unit of) asset s at date t.
There is a …nite number of traders in this economy, indexed by i 2 f1; 2; :::; Ig. At date t, trader i invests his savings from time t ¡ 1, w Recall that we de…ned w i t¡1 as the wealth that is available for investment in period t for trader i, after his savings decision; therefore, by de…nition, it will be entirely invested in the available assets, so that
. At an aggregate level, this implies:
Equation 3 provides us with a convenient normalisation for prices. We can, in fact, call ¼ st the normalised market price of asset s at date t and de…ne it as follows:
Finally de…ne:
In equilibrium, prices must be such that markets clear, i.e. total demand equals total supply:
Rewriting equation 5 we get:
or, equivalently:
Equation 7, which is central to the functioning of our model, shows us how market prices are related to wealth shares. 
The Dynamics of Wealth Shares
In this market there is a natural population dynamic that emerges from the process of wealth accumulation. In particular, the evolution of wealth shares endogenously determines an adaptive dynamic. Trader i's wealth share at date t is de…ned as follows:
Recall that w t´P i w i t denotes total wealth available for investment at time t + 1; for example, if state s occurs at time t, then w t will be equal to ± st w st , where ± st is the market savings rate and represents the share of total asset payout w st which is saved for investment:
Using 8 and 9 and recalling that, if state s occurs at date t, trader i's wealth available for investment at the beginning of date t + 1 will be:
we obtain that:
and, using our price normalisation:
Equation 12 clearly represents a …tness-monotonic dynamic: trader i's wealth share will increase if and only if he scores a payo¤ which is higher than the average population payo¤. In fact, if state s occurs at date t, ¼ st gives us a measure of the average population payo¤. The …ttest behaviour, is therefore, that which maximises the expected growth rate of wealth share accumulation. We are now ready to de…ne a formal notion of "dominance" in our model. We borrow the following de…nition from Blume and Easley (1992) . De…nition 1 (a) Trader i dominates on the set of sample paths Q 2 = if :
(b) Trader i survives on the set of sample paths Q 2 = if :
(c) Trader i vanishes on the set of sample paths Q 2 = if :
Therefore, in order to establish if trader i dominates on a sample path ! = (! 0 ; ! 1 ; :::; ! t ; :::) we need to consider the asymptotic behaviour of his wealth share: namely we have to check whether it is bounded away from zero or not. Note that the wealth share of a dominating trader does not necessarily converge to 1, as there might be other surviving traders.
Moreover, market dominance is clearly related to the process of price determination: di¤erential rates of wealth accumulation increase the relative signi…cance of some individuals in determining market outcomes and namely equilibrium prices. In particular, Blume and Easley justify their use of the word "dominates" as follows: "When savings rates are identical, a trader who dominates actually determines the price asymptotically. His wealth share need not converge to one because there may be other traders who asymptotically have the same portfolio rule, but prices adjust so that his conditional expected gains converge to zero" [Blume and Easley (1992), p. 19] . This consideration also justi…es the distinction between dominance and mere survival.
Under the assumption that investment rules are measurable and satisfy a boundedness property, Blume and Easley (1992) …nd su¢cient conditions for dominance, survival and extinction. Assumption 1 For all t and all i, ® i t is = t¡1 -measurable and ± i st is = tmeasurable. Assumption 2 There exists a real number ' > 0 such that, for all i, ± i st , ® i st¸' for all s and t, a.s.
The dynamics of wealth shares is more easily described by introducing some additional notation: let
is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if state s occurs at date t and equal to 0 otherwise. The expected values of X i t and Y t conditional on the information available at time t ¡ 1, can be computed as follows:
] is a statistic that summarises information about trader i's investment rule at date t: it can be interpreted as an index that tells us how good player i is in maximising the expected growth rate of his wealth share 14 . Similarly, we can interpret E [Y t j = t¡1 ] as an index that tells us how good players are "on average" in maximising the expected growth rate of their wealth share. In fact:
( 15) i.e. ± st ¼ st is actually a weighted average across traders of ± i st ® i st , where weights are given by wealth shares at the beginning of period t.
We are now ready to state the following:
Theorem 1 Under assumptions 1 and 2, (a) Trader i dominates on: (
and, if all traders have the same savings rate, then:
The intuition behind conditions (a), (b) and (c) in theorem 1 is as follows: the dominating traders are those who are relatively better than the others in maximising the expected growth rate of their wealth shares; this "ability" is, therefore, the …tness criterion the market selects for. Note that condition (c) implies that conditions (b) and, a fortiori, (a) fail. In addition, condition (c) puts a restriction on the rate at which ¼ t and ® i t diverge.
is globally concave and attains a global maximum at ® i st = p s , 8s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg.
Theorem 1 also states that, if all traders have the same savings rate 15 , the dominating trader determines market prices asymptotically. His wealth share, on the other hand, need not converge to 1 because there might be other surviving traders.
A formal proof of theorem 1 can be found in Blume and Easley (1992) . Here, we give an intuitive account of the key steps in their argument. Let us consider, for example, the dominance condition under the simplifying assumption that all traders have identical savings rates. What the theorem tells us is that if lim inf t!1
To understand this result intuitively recall that, if state s occurs at date t, then:
( 16) so that we can write:
and …nally:
As a result, on those sample paths where lim inf t!1
t is bounded away from ¡1 and therefore " i t is bounded away from 0, which implies dominance of i by de…nition.
Types of Traders
In our analysis we will consider three di¤erent types of traders. 15 Blume and Easley (1992) also prove that the same result applies if traders do not have equal savings rates but ± i st¸±st a.s.
The …rst type of agents is given by investors who believe in CAPM (type CAP M) and use it as a rule of thumb 16 : at the beginning of each period, they observe payo¤s and market prices and work out the composition of the market and the risk-free portfolios. Finally, according to their degree of risk aversion they choose their preferred combination between the two. Index CAPM traders by j; at date t, investor j chooses°j t 2 [0; 1] and invests in asset s a portion ® CAP M(j) st of his wealth such that:
where:
and
The second type of traders is given by investors who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function (type L) and who actually maximise the growth rate of their wealth share and invest according to a "simple" portfolio rule:
More generally, at each date t, a rational trader i will choose fq i st g S s=1 so as to maximise:
subject to the constraint that investment expenditure at each date is less than or equal to the amount of wealth saved in the previous period. If
and that 17 ® L st = p s . Finally, we shall consider traders who display a genuine mean-variance behaviour (type MV ), namely traders endowed with a quadratic utility function: 16 We can think of them as of traders who have been educated in business schools. They have been taught the model so well in their …nance courses that they believe it really works.
17 Note that we are assuming that traders know the probability distribution p over the state space S. In a more general framework, a trader who displays a logarithmic utility function bets his beliefs. where 18 a < 1=w S . Substituting 24 into 23 and solving for q MV st using the …rst order conditions, we obtain:
and " MV t¡1 is the wealth share of mean-variance traders at (the beginning of) date t. Therefore: 
Dynamics with Traders who Believe in CAPM
Suppose that there are only two types of traders in the economy: traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function. As usual, denote by q i st > 0 the quantity (share) of each asset s that trader i demands at time t > 0. Denote, as in the more general case, total wealth available for investment at time t, by w t¡1 . Finally, denote by " t¡1 the share of aggregate wealth w t¡1 which belongs to type L, and by (1 ¡ " t¡1 ) the fraction of w t¡1 which belongs to type CAP M at the beginning of period t.
As a temporary simplifying assumption, we will assume that the degree of risk aversion is homogeneous in the population of traders who believe in CAPM, so that°j t =°t 2 [0; 1], 8j, 8t and, consequently, ®
, 8j, 8s, 8t. In this section we will analyse both the static equilibrium of this simple economy and the intertemporal dynamic of wealth shares and prices. Before proceeding any further, we rule out two special cases that yield trivial results.
Trivial Cases
No Aggregate Risk
If there is no aggregate uncertainty, i.e. if w st = w s 0 t , 8s; s 0 2 S, we can state the following:
Remark 1 With no aggregate risk, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders with logarithmic utility function, the behaviour of traders who believe in CAPM and traders with a logarithmic utility function coincides. Formally, if w st = w s 0 t , 8t¸0, 8s; s 0 2 f1; :::; Sg, then ®
CAP M st
= p s , 8t > 0, 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg.
The proof of remark 1 is straightforward. The intuition is that in the absence of aggregate risk, market and risk-free portfolio coincide, therefore traders who believe in CAPM actually invest only according to the market portfolio, so that their behaviour is purely imitative. As a result, when a logarithmic utility maximiser enters the economy, everyone invests according to his portfolio rule.
Constant Absolute Risk Aversion
The degree of risk aversion a¤ects the choice of°t 2 [0; 1]. We will assume throughout that all investors are risk averse. If traders who believe in CAPM are very risk averse, they will invest most of their wealth in the riskless portfolio; as a result, a higher degree of risk aversion implies a larger value of°t.
We will examine the implications of how risk aversion varies with wealth in more detail in the following sections. Here we concentrate on a trivial case. In particular, assume that the degree of risk aversion does not change with wealth so that traders display constant absolute risk aversion. We can then state the following:
Remark 2 Under the CARA assumption, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders with logarithmic utility function, if°t =°= 0; 8t, the behaviour of traders who believe in CAPM and traders with a logarithmic utility function coincides, i.e. ®
CAP M st
= p s , 8s, 8t.
Therefore traders who believe in CAPM will behave as logarithmic utility maximisers. On the other hand, it is straightforward to check that for any other value of°6 = 0, it follows that ® CAP M st 6 = p s and therefore traders who believe in CAPM will behave di¤erently from logarithmic utility maximisers.
Existence of Equilibrium
Consider a population where there are two types of traders: traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function. Their wealth shares at (the beginning of) date t are respectively (1 ¡ " t¡1 ) and " t¡1 . We will show that, at each date t¸0, a market clearing equilibrium exists, provided that " t¡1 > 0 which, in turn, is guaranteed for all t¸1 provided that " 0 > 0.
Traders' demands 19 are as follows:
Recall that at each date there is only one unit available of each asset, so that market clearing requires:
8s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg
which implies:
We can show that there exists a unique non-negative price vector that satis…es 31 for all s 2 f1; :::; Sg and therefore a unique market clearing equilibrium. De…nition 3 Market clearing equilibrium at date t for this economy is an array of portfolios and assets' prices ©¡ q
such that, 8s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg:
19 Note that trader i's demand of asset s at date t is equal to:
Proposition 2 Provided that " 0 > 0, at each date t¸0 there exists a unique market clearing equilibrium.
Proof. See appendix.
An immediate corollary of equation 31 is that there is no market clearing equilibrium if all traders behave according to CAPM rule. A clear intuition for this result is that in such an economy every trader would like to invest his whole wealth in the risk-free portfolio. However, in a risky world, not everybody can be fully insured: as long as there is aggregate uncertainty, for an equilibrium to exist some traders must bear the risk.
On the other hand, a unique equilibrium always exists in an economy populated only by traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function. In such a world, at each date, (normalised) equilibrium prices are equal to probabilities:
We can characterise the limiting behaviour of prices as " t ! 0. When the wealth share of logarithmic utility maximisers approaches zero, equilibrium prices move towards a vertex of the price simplex. In particular, in the limit, only the market of asset 1 (in our notation, the asset with the lowest payout) clears with a strictly positive price. Proof. See appendix.
In fact, in the limit, non-negativity of prices requires P S s=1 ¼ st =w s¸1 =w 1 , while market clearing requires P S s=1 ¼ st =w s · 1=w 1 . The unique limiting value for P S s=1 ¼ st =w s that satis…es both is:
which, in turn, implies 20 lim "t!0 ¼ t = (1; 0; :::; 0). We can, …nally, characterise traders' demands as " t ! 0.
, so that there is market clearing 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg. Both types of traders invest in assets s 2 f2; :::; Sg; only CAPM traders invest in asset 1.
An immediate consequence of proposition 3 is that portfolio weights of traders who believe in CAPM are not bounded away from zero on those sample paths where " t ! 0. As a result, theorem 1 by Blume and Easley does not apply. In particular, we cannot use it to show that logarithmic traders dominate, since we would need to assume their dominance (and namely that " t 9 0) in order to apply the theorem.
The Main Result
In this section we prove our results under a simplifying assumption which we will remove in the following sections. In particular, in order to concentrate on portfolio rather than on investment rules, we will assume that, almost surely, at every date and in every state of nature, logarithmic utility maximisers and traders who believe in CAPM display the same savings rate. Assumption 3 For all i 2 fL; CAP M g, all s 2 f1; :::; Sg and all t > 0, ± i st = ± st a.s.
We present our main result as two separate propositions. The …rst one (proposition 5) claims that in a population of traders who believe in CAPM 20 The fact that all prices, except the price of the asset with the lowest payout, go to zero might seem counter-intuitive. However, consider that, as " t ! 0, we are left with an economy which is (almost) entirely populated by traders who invest their (almost) whole wealth in the risk-free portfolio. In order to insure themselves against aggregate risk, traders invest comparatively more in assets with lower payouts and higher prices. As a result, the aggreate demand for the asset with the lowest payout increases as " t ! 0, while demand for the other assets decreases.
and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, the latter dominate almost surely. This result yields, as main implication, that equilibrium prices converge a.s. to probabilities. The second proposition (proposition 7) claims that in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, in the presence of aggregate uncertainty (and unless we are in the CARA special case of remark 2), the former vanish almost surely. In fact, the wealth share of traders who believe in CAPM converges a.s. to zero: market forces drive them to extinction.
The …rst of these two results accords with Blume and Easley (1992) : logarithmic utility maximisers dominate and determine equilibrium prices asymptotically. This clearly backs up the intuition that the …tness criterion market selects for is the "ability" to maximise the expected growth rate of wealth shares. The …ttest portfolio rule is, indeed, the one adopted by logarithmic utility maximisers.
Proposition 5 Under assumptions 1 and 3, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, the latter dominate almost surely. Formally: lim inf t!1 " t > 0 a.s.
The proof of proposition 5 consists of two steps. We …rst show that the evolution of logarithmic utility maximisers' wealth share:
follows a submartingale, so that for each date t > 0, E [" t j F t¡1 ]¸" t¡1 . This result (lemma 19 in the appendix) allows us to claim that " t will converge almost surely to some value " ¤ . Finally, we prove that, in presence of aggregate uncertainty, " ¤ (!) 6 = 0 a.s., so that lim t!1 " t > 0 almost surely and, by de…nition, logarithmic utility maximisers dominate.
The next proposition claims that an important implication of logarithmic utility maximisers' dominance is that they determine equilibrium prices asymptotically.
Proposition 6 Under assumptions 1 and 3, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, the latter determine asset prices asymptotically, so that, 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg:
This result is an immediate consequence of the fact that the wealth share of traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function is bounded away from zero almost surely. Note that the converse is not true: namely, the fact that prices converge to probabilities does not guarantee that the wealth share of logarithmic utility maximisers is bounded away from zero 21 . It is in fact possible that:
and yet " t ! 0. Extinction of traders who believe in CAPM is a result that one could not directly anticipate through Blume and Easley's theorem 1. For example, a very sensible hypothesis could have been that traders who use CAPM as a rule of thumb survive because they asymptotically behave as logarithmic utility maximisers. As a matter of fact, we have already examined two trivial cases 22 in which this actually happens not only asymptotically, but at every date. What we need to prove here is that the imitative behaviour implicit in CAPM is not powerful enough to prevent traders from vanishing.
In order to prove the next result, we need to make a further assumption 23 on traders' behaviour towards risk. Assumption 4 The portion of wealth that traders who believe in CAPM decide to invest in the risk free portfolio,°t, is a monotonic (increasing or decreasing) function of their level of wealth, w
CAP M t¡1
.
Proposition 7 Under assumptions 1, 3 and 4 and in presence of aggregate uncertainty, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, the former vanish almost surely. Namely: lim t!1 " t = 1, almost surely.
21 One could also directly prove price convergence to probabilities through lemma A.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) , p. 34. However, as we noted above, this would neither imply that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate, nor directly result in CAPM traders' extinction. The proof of proposition 6 which we provide in the appendix is shorter and more straightforward than the one implicit in Blume and Easley (1992) . Moreover, we believe that the economic intuition behind proposition 6 is better captured by our proof, which shows how market dominance implies equilibrium price determination in the long run.
22 See section 3.1. 23 We believe that assumption 4 could be further relaxed: it constitutes a su¢cient but not necessary condition for proposition 7 to hold.
Intuitively, the proof of proposition 7 runs as follows. Dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers and price convergence to probabilities requires that in the long run all surviving traders invest according to the Kelly criterion. We prove that the CAPM rule does not succeed in fully imitating the behaviour of L traders, so that CAPM traders do not survive.
To characterise the long run behaviour prescribed by CAPM, we look at the asymptotic weights in the market and in the risk-free portfolios. We …nd that the market portfolio weights converge a.s. to probabilities; the risk-free portfolio weights, on the contrary, converge a.s. to values which are di¤erent from probabilities if there is aggregate uncertainty.
The second step of the proof shows that, under assumption 4, there is no sample path for°t such that CAPM traders asymptotically invest only according to the market portfolio. As a result, CAPM traders are driven to extinction.
Extensions
We proved proposition 5 and proposition 7 under some simplifying assumptions. In what follows, our aim is to check the robustness of our main results, namely the dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers and the extinction of traders who believe in CAPM, in three more general settings, allowing for various kinds of heterogeneity among traders.
In the …rst place, we test whether the same result obtains when we consider a diversi…ed environment where in addition to logarithmic utility maximisers and traders who believe in CAPM there are other types of traders as well.
Secondly, we remove our initial simplifying assumption on identical preferences within the population of traders who believe in CAPM and ask whether our results still obtain when we consider heterogeneous risk attitudes.
Finally, we check to what extent our previous analysis holds when heterogeneous savings rates across traders are allowed.
A Multipopulation Model
Consider a richer environment where there are N + 2, with 0 < N < 1, types of traders: traders who believe in CAPM, traders with logarithmic utility function and, …nally, N other types of traders who behave according to other portfolio rules that a.s. do not converge to any of the previous two.
As in the two population framework, the trader with logarithmic utility function will dominate and prices will eventually converge a.s. to probabilities. Moreover, if we exclude special cases, dominance of L traders drives to extinction traders who believe in CAPM, no matter which other types of traders might be around in the market.
Consider a population of traders who believe in CAPM and suppose that a trader with logarithmic utility function enters the market along with N other types of traders with portfolio rules f® n st g S s=1 and n = 1; 2; :::; N . For simplicity we also assume that: Assumption 5 9' > 0 j ® n st¸' , 8s; t; n a.s. Assumption 6 8n 2 f1; :::; Ng, 8s 2 f1; :::Sg, ® n st converges to p s or to ® CAP M st with probability 0: Pr f! 2 -j ® n st ! p s g = 0 and Pr
The …rst assumption is technical: it is the same assumption that Blume and Easley (1992) impose on each trader's investment rules and allows us to apply corollary 4.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) , p. 20. The second assumption requires that the other N traders' portfolio rules almost surely do not converge either to logarithmic utility maximisers' or to CAPM traders' portfolio rules. Assumption 6 is without loss of generality: suppose that with positive probability, for some n, either ® n t ! p or ® n t ! ®
CAP M t
, then on those sample paths where this happens, all the results in this section would still apply by propositions 5, 6 and 7. Therefore one could ideally split the sample space in two sets: the set of sample paths where assumption 6 holds and the set of sample paths where it doesn't, and still the propositions in this section would hold on the whole sample space.
Denote by " L t and "
the wealth shares at (the end of) date t of traders with logarithmic utility function and of traders who believe in CAPM respectively. Denote by " n t the wealth share of traders of type n, for n 2 f1; :::; N g. Clearly:
It is possible to show 24 that, provided that " L 0 > 0, then a market clear- 24 The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 2 and is therefore omitted.
ing equilibrium exists at each date. In particular, as " L t ! 0, equilibrium prices ¼ st ! 0 for some s and therefore portfolio rules ®
CAP M st
! 0 for some s, so that, despite assumption 5, theorem 1 by Blume and Easley is not applicable 25 . However, we can extend to this multipopulation framework the result of proposition 5:
Proposition 8 Under assumptions 1, 3 and 5, given a population of traders who believe in CAPM, suppose that a trader with logarithmic utility function and N other traders, with portfolio rules ® n st and n = 1; :::; N, enter the market. Traders endowed with a logarithmic utility function will dominate almost surely and determine asset prices asymptotically.
The proof of proposition 8 is in three steps. We …rst show that logarithmic utility maximisers outperform each of the N new types of traders. In fact, for all n, the ratio between of the wealth share of trader n and the wealth share of LOG traders converges almost surely to zero. We then prove that LOG traders dominate by similar arguments to those used for proposition 5. Finally dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers implies that prices converge a.s. to probabilities.
Our next proposition shows that when logarithmic traders dominate, extinction of CAPM traders is "generic" in a sense to be discussed below. In particular, CAPM traders will survive only if the other portfolio rules represented in the market are such that all traders, in the aggregate, asymptotically behave as logarithmic utility maximisers.
Let " L¤ , " CAP M¤ and " n¤ denote the limiting values 26 of " L t , "
CAP M t
and " n t respectively, as t ! 1. We can then state the following:
Proposition 9 Under assumptions 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6, given a population of traders who believe in CAPM, suppose that a trader with logarithmic utility 25 The result lim " L t !0 ¼ st = 0 stems from the fact that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate each of the N populations of traders [corollary 4.1 in Blume and Easley (1992), p. 20] . Therefore, when the wealth share of logarithmic utility maximisers goes to zero, a fortiori the wealth shares of the other N populations go to zero (see also the proof of proposition 8), so that the economy is only left with CAPM traders. 26 We proved that " L t ! " L¤ a.s., so that such a limiting value for L traders' wealth share exists. We will show that "
and " n t ; 8n, almost surely converge to some values as well. function and N other traders, with portfolio rules ® n st ; where n = 1; :::; N , enter the market. Unless the evolution of the system is such that, 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg:
traders who believe in CAPM vanish. Formally:
Note that the condition 36 in proposition 9 can also be expressed as follows:
When this relation holds, even if none of the traders asymptotically behaves as a logarithmic utility maximiser, the market as a whole does. In fact, what equation 36 requires is that the N new rules represented in the market should complement CAP M behaviour so that we could think of the N traders together with CAP M traders as of a single trader whose portfolio rules are asymptotically equal to probabilities. As a result, all traders survive. This condition clearly imposes severe restrictions on the class of portfolio rules that should be represented in the market. For this reason, we claim that extinction of traders who behave as prescribed by CAPM is "generic". In fact, suppose we start with N types of traders such that condition 36 holds. In case one of them, say trader b n, is replaced by a new type of trader with portfolio rule ® b n st = ® n st + d st such that P s d st = 0, then condition 36 is not necessarily satis…ed. Therefore survival of CAP M traders is not robust to "small" changes to the set of the new N types of traders introduced in the market.
Heterogeneous Risk Attitudes
Until now we have assumed that traders who believe in CAPM share the same degree of risk aversion. Namely, we have been considering traders with identical preferences that would choose the same combination of safe and risky portfolios. An interesting question to ask is whether our results are robust when we allow for heterogeneity in the degree of risk aversion among the population of traders who believe in CAPM.
We show that our results hold in this new setting. In fact, we can deal with heterogeneity thinking of a population of traders endowed with di¤erent degrees of risk aversion as of a single "average" trader whose portfolio rules are given by an appropriate weighted average of each trader's portfolio rules.
Consider a population of traders who believe in CAPM, indexed by j 2 f1; :::; Jg, and who have heterogeneous risk attitudes; trader j's portfolio rules at time t will be:
where assumption 4 holds 27 for each j 2 f1; :::; Jg. As usual we assume that a logarithmic utility maximiser enters the market with portfolio rule ® L st = p s . Denote by " t and " j t the wealth shares at (the end of) date t of LOG traders and of CAPM trader j, respectively. We can claim the following:
Proposition 10 Under assumptions 1, 3 and 4, logarithmic utility maximisers dominate and drive to extinction a population of heterogeneous traders who believe in CAPM. Formally, lim sup t!1 " j t = 0, for all j 2 f1; :::; Jg.
The proof of proposition 10 is in three steps. We …rst show that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate in a world of aggregate uncertainty. Again, an immediate corollary of this result is that prices converge a.s. to probabilities. The …nal part of the proof shows that, assuming that°j t is a monotonic (increasing or decreasing) function of wealth, 8j 2 f1; :::; Jg is a su¢cient condition for all CAPM traders to vanish. In fact, dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers and price convergence to probabilities imply:
and, since for each j the set of sample paths where°j t ! 0 has measure zero, condition 38 requires " j t ! 0 a.s. for all j 2 f1; :::; Jg.
Traders with Di¤erent Savings Rates
If savings rates are di¤erent across traders, by theorem 1, trader i dominates on those sample paths where:
Not surprisingly, other things being equal, the market selects for the most patient investors, i.e. those investors whose savings rate ± i st is larger with respect to the average ± st .
Let us consider now our original problem and namely: what can be said about the asymptotic behaviour of wealth shares in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and of logarithmic utility maximisers? If the savings rate of logarithmic utility maximisers (± L st ) is such that ± L st¸± st a.s., then a …rst answer to this question is trivial: they will dominate and drive to extinction traders who believe in CAPM.
Proposition 11 Under assumptions 1 and 4, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and of logarithmic utility maximisers, the latter dominate, provided that their savings rate is at least as large as the average savings rate, and drive to extinction the population of traders who believe in CAPM. Formally, if ± L st¸± st a.s. 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg, 8t > 0, then lim t!1 " t = 1. Proof. See appendix.
However, by assuming that ± L st¸± st a.s., we actually ignore the fact that logarithmic utility maximisers have a "comparative advantage" from an evolutionary point of view with respect to any other trader, in that they adopt the …ttest portfolio rule. In what follows, we prove the dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers under a weaker assumption on savings rates.
We can in fact prove that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate on those sample paths where:
As we suggested, this condition is weaker than requiring ± L st¸± st . Namely:
while the converse is not true.
Proposition 12 Under assumptions 1 and 4, in a population of traders who believe in CAPM and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function, the latter dominate and drive CAPM traders to extinction if:
Proof. See appendix. It should be noted that condition 42 is not the weakest one could impose. However, proposition 12 shows that the condition ± L st¸± st a.s. in Blume and Easley (1992) can be relaxed.
Genuine Mean-Variance Behaviour
Traders who believe in CAPM do not display a genuine mean-variance behaviour: they know what the two-fund separation theorem prescribes, believe it works in reality and only partially optimise in their choice between the risk-free and the market portfolios.
In this section we consider a population of rational traders endowed with mean-variance preferences and we show that, in an evolutionary framework, they will not do any better than traders who believe in CAPM and use what the model prescribes as a rule of thumb.
Existence of Equilibrium
Suppose that there are two types of rational traders in the market: traders who are endowed with a quadratic utility function (and therefore display a genuine mean-variance behaviour) and traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function. Given their level of wealth and market prices, traders choose their optimal portfolio composition in the available assets.
A …rst question we ask is whether a market clearing equilibrium always exists in this economy. From an analytical point of view, the equilibrium existence problem in this setting is equivalent to the general equilibrium existence problem in a pure exchange economy.
De…nition 13 At each date t¸0, an equilibrium for this economy is an array of portfolio compositions fq i t g i=MV;LOG 2 ¢ S£2¡1 and a price vector ½ t 2 ¢ S¡1 such that: This is clearly not a pure exchange economy: traders are not endowed with assets' shares but with exogenous wealth. They only express demands, while supply is exogenous. However, we can consider ¡ " ¢ 2 ¢ S¡1 as if it was an endowment vector in assets' shares for trader i and we can study equilibrium existence as if we were facing a pure exchange general equilibrium model.
We can therefore state the following:
Proposition 14 When there are two types of traders -traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function (traders of type L) and traders who display a genuine mean-variance behaviour (traders of type MV ) -there always exists an equilibrium.
Proof. See appendix. We can actually characterise equilibrium prices, and prove the following:
Proposition 15 Equilibrium prices have a strictly positive lower bound. Formally, 9º > 0 j ¼ st¸º , 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg and 8t¸0.
The Evolution of Wealth Shares
Recall that a rational trader endowed with a quadratic utility function chooses a portfolio:
where " t¡1 is the wealth share of logarithmic utility maximisers at (the beginning of) date t. Proposition 15 allows us to claim that the portfolio rules of traders who display a genuine mean-variance behaviour are bounded away from zero. Therefore theorem 1 applies.
Proposition 16
Under assumption 1 and assuming that ± L st¸± MV st a.s. for all s and t, in a population of logarithmic utility maximisers and of traders who display a genuine mean variance behaviour, the former dominate and determine asset prices asymptotically. Formally: lim inf t!1 " t > 0 and ¼ t ! p almost surely.
Proof. By proposition 15 and theorem 1.
Our next result shows that mean-variance traders vanish almost surely.
Proposition 17 Under assumption 1 and assuming that ± L st¸± MV st a.s. for all s and t, a population of traders who display mean-variance behaviour will be driven to extinction by traders who behave as logarithmic utility maximisers. Formally: lim sup t!1 " MV t = 0 almost surely.
The proof of proposition 17 relies on two steps. We …rst show (lemma 20 in the appendix) that, in presence of aggregate uncertainty, ® MV st a.s. will not converge to probabilities. Namely:
We then prove that dominance of logarithmic traders and price convergence to probabilities implies that the wealth share of mean-variance traders must converge to zero almost surely.
Corollary 18
In an economy where some traders display a genuine meanvariance behaviour and others believe in CAPM, both types will be driven to extinction, should a logarithmic utility maximiser enter the market. Formally lim sup t!1 " MV t = 0 and lim sup t!1 "
The proof of corollary 18 is straightforward since the results we proved in the multipopulation framework apply.
Concluding Remarks
In the evolutionary setting for a …nancial market developed in Blume and Easley (1992) , we consider three types of traders: traders who "believe" in CAPM and use its predictions as a rule of thumb; traders who are endowed with a quadratic utility function and, therefore, display a genuine mean-variance behaviour; …nally, traders who are endowed with a logarithmic utility function and therefore adopt the celebrated Kelly criterion for investment. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the wealth shares of these three types of traders. Following Blume and Easley (1992), we de…ne notions of dominance, survival and extinction in the market through the limiting value of each trader's wealth share. In particular, the wealth share of a dominating trader is asymptotically bounded away from zero, while extinction occurs when the wealth share converges almost surely to zero.
Our main results are obtained in a simple setting where traders have constant and identical savings rates. Under this assumption we are able to prove that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate on any sample path. Furthermore, in presence of aggregate uncertainty, traders who believe in CAPM are driven to extinction.
We then check the robustness of these results removing some of the initial simplifying assumptions. Firstly, we allow for more than two types of traders in the market and prove that, generically, our results are robust in a multipopulation framework. Secondly, we allow for heterogeneity among CAPM traders in their degree of risk aversion and we prove that our results are robust in this setting. Finally, we allow for di¤erent savings rates across traders. We …nd that the market selects for the most patient investor. Therefore our results are obviously robust so long as logarithmic utility maximisers are relatively more patient than CAPM traders. We prove, however, that this bound can be "relaxed".
Finally, we deal with an economy populated by genuine mean-variance traders. We show that, if a logarithmic utility maximiser enters the market, he dominates, determines market prices asymptotically and drives to extinction the population of mean-variance traders.
Appendix
Proof of proposition 2. De…ne k t = P S s=1 ¼ st =w s . Equation 31 becomes:
Divide through by w s and sum over s to get:
A solution for k t to:
will be market clearing. Assuming that " t¡1 > 0, there is only one value for k t such that equation 47 holds and prices are non-negative. The graph of F t (k t ) is shown in …gure 2. There are S vertical asymptotes, respectively in 
for each s 2 f1; 2; :::; Sg. Non-negativity of prices requires:
8s 2 f1; :::; Sg
Therefore:
In the open interval
is monotonic decreasing between 1 and 0, so that there is a unique value 0 < k ¤ t < 1 such that 47 holds and prices are non-negative. So long as " t¡1 > 0, such a value for k t will always exist. On the other hand, if " t¡1 = 0 then equation 47 cannot be satis…ed. Finally:
so that, if " 0 > 0, then " t > 0, 8t. Proof of proposition 3. To characterise equilibrium prices as " t ! 0, we need to know the value of lim "t!0 k t . Notice that, by de…nition of k t and market clearing, we know that:
On the other hand, non-negativity of prices requires:
, 8s 2 f1; :::; Sg (54) Therefore:
The only value for lim "t!0 k t that satis…es both 53 and 55 is:
which, in turn, implies lim "t!0 ¼ t = (1; 0; :::; 0). Proof of corollary 4. Recall that:
Recall now that:
so that, …nally: lim
Lemma 19 Under assumptions 1 and 3, the wealth share of logarithmic utility maximisers " t is a submartingale, so that E [" t j = t¡1 ]¸" t¡1 for all t¸0.
Proof of lemma 19. If state s occurs at date t, the wealth share of L traders can be expressed as follows:
Consider, now, E [log " t j = t¡1 ] = P S s=1 p s log p s =¼ st + log " t¡1¸l og " t¡1 . Since P S s=1 p s log p s =¼ st is always non-negative and log " t is a concave and increasing function of " t , by Jensen's inequality and simple algebra it follows that:
i.e. the process f" t ; t¸0g is a submartingale. Proof of proposition 5. By lemma 19 and the convergence theorem for submartingales we know that:
or, equivalently, " t ! " ¤ almost surely. Call A µ -the set of sample paths ! 2 -such that, on !, " t converges; call B µ -the set of sample paths ! 2 -such that, on !, each state s 2 f1; :::; Sg occurs in…nitely often; call C´A \ B. Clearly: Pr (A) = 1, Pr (B) = 1 and Pr (C) = 1. To prove our claim it is su¢cient to show that 8! 2 C, lim t!1 " t (!) > 0. By way of contradiction suppose that 9 b ! 2 C such that:
This implies that, given b !:
Recall that q L st = (p s =¼ st ) " t¡1 and that by corollary 4:
Given b !, consider now a subsequence t ¹ such that ! t¹ 6 = 1 8¹. (Since b ! 2 C the subsequence t ¹ is in…nite). Using 66, since we are assuming that 64 holds, we obtain that for any s 6 = 1:
which contradicts 65. Proof of proposition 6. Recall that, if state s occurred at date t, then:
Since " t converges almost surely and since f! 2 -j " t (!) ! 0g has measure zero, then:
which, …nally, implies:
Proof of proposition 7. Market clearing requires:
De…ne:¯t´(
and therefore rewrite equation 71 as:
Recall that L traders dominate and, by proposition 6: ¼ st ! p s almost surely. By eq. 73 we obtain that:
and since
which is di¤erent from zero unless there is no aggregate uncertainty. Therefore, we will have¯t ¡ ® (
If¯t ! 0 a.s., then, since (1 ¡ " t¡1 ) and°t are bounded, (1 ¡ " t¡1 )°t¯t + " t¡1¯t ! 0 a.s. as well and therefore:
Call A µ -the set of sample paths ! 2 -such that, on !, " t converges; call B µ -the set of sample paths ! 2 -such that, on !, each state s 2 f1; :::; Sg occurs in…nitely often; call D µ -the set of sample paths ! 2 -such that, on !,
Clearly: Pr (A) = Pr (B) = Pr (D) = Pr (E) = 1. To prove our claim it is su¢cient to show that 8! 2 E, lim t!1 " t (!) = 1. By way of contradiction suppose that 9 b ! 2 E such that " ¤ (b !) 6 = 1. In order to have
¢ is a monotonic function of w
CAP M t¡1
:Call w that level of wealth such that°t
However w t , in presence of aggregate risk, does not converge. As a result°t (b !) does not converge to 0. Finally, this implies that, in order to
Proof of proposition 8. Write the portfolio rule of CAPM traders as follows:
where k t = P S s=1 ¼ st =w s and m st´°t =w s k t + (1 ¡°t). Market clearing requires:
which can be rewritten as follows:
Recall that:
De…ne, for j 2 fL; f1; :::; Ngg:
so that equation 81 becomes:
Call A µ -the set of sample paths ! such that, on ! 2 A, " t converges; call B µ -the set of sample paths ! such that, on ! 2 B, all states occur in…nitely often. Clearly Pr (A) = Pr (B) = Pr (C´A \ B) = 1. To prove our claim it is su¢cient to show that, 8! 2 C, lim t!1 " t (!) > 0. By way of contradiction suppose that for some b ! 2 C, " t (b !) ! 0. This requires:
Case 85 is ruled out by corollary 4.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) 
Now, since when " L t ! 0, by corollary 4.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) , also "
The case°t ! 0 has been ruled out in the proof of proposition 7. The case lim " L t !0 (1 ¡ 1=w s k t ) = 0 clearly contradicts aggregate uncertainty. Therefore
Proof of proposition 9. Recall that:
so that equation 87 becomes:
28 Corollary 4.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) , p.20 actually claims that lim inf t!1 " L t¡1 =" n t¡1 > 0 a.s., but then call F µ -the set of sample paths such that lim inf t!1 " L t¡1 =" n t¡1 > 0. Clearly Pr (F ) = 1. Then take b ! 2 (C \ F ) and the proof follows.
Proposition 8 implies that ¼ st ¡ p s ! 0 a.s. and therefore:
We can show that "
and " n t¡1 ; 8n converge almost surely. In fact, for " j¤ and j = CAP M; f1; :::; N g ; we can prove the following: 
As a result, " j t converges 29 . We have therefore established that both "
CAP M t
and " n t , 8n 2 f1; :::; N g converge almost surely. Call " CAP M¤ and " n¤ ; 8n 2 f1; :::; N g respectively their limiting values. With aggregate uncertainty, clearly Pr f! 2 -j a st (!) ! 0g = 0; …nally, by assumption 6: Pr{! 2 -j b n st (!) ! 0 } = 0, 8n 2 f1; :::; N g. Therefore 91 requires either " CAP M¤ = 0 a.s. and " n¤ = 0 a.s.; 8n 2 f1; :::; Ng, or:
Equivalently:
29 In fact lim t!1 h E ³ log " j t´¡ log " j t¡1 i < 0 a.s. implies that with probability equal to 1, 9T j 8t¸T : E h log " j t i < log " j t¡1 . Let us consider, then, the process starting at T : by the martingale convergence theorem, it will converge almost surely. Obviously the process starting in t = 0 will converge a.s. as well and to the same limit.
Proof of proposition 10. We …rst show that logarithmic utility maximisers dominate. Recall that, if state s occurred at date t:
Market clearing requires for all s 2 f1; :::; Sg:
where k t = P s ¼ st =w s . Therefore equation 96 becomes:
By lemma 19 we know that " t ! " ¤ a.s. and we want to show that " ¤ > 0 almost surely. Call A µ -the set of sample paths ! such that, on ! 2 A, " t converges; call B µ -the set of sample paths ! such that, on ! 2 B, all states s 2 f1; :::; Sg occur in…nitely often. Clearly Pr (A) = Pr (B) = Pr (C´A \ B) = 1. To prove our claim it is su¢cient to show that, 8! 2 C, " ¤ (!) > 0. By way of contradiction, suppose, that for some b ! 2 C; " ¤ (b !) = 0: Given b !, then:
Since°j t 9 0 (see proof of proposition 7), this can only be the case if w s k t ! 1. In presence of aggregate uncertainty, this is clearly a contradiction. Dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers implies that market prices converge a.s. to probabilities. In fact, by 96 and by lim t!1 " t > 0 a.s., we get:
We can …nally prove that CAPM traders vanish. We can write the price equation as follows:
where ' t¡1 = " t¡1 = h " t¡1 + P j " j t¡1 ¡ 1 ¡°j t ¢ i . Convergence of prices to probabilities requires:
We know that ¡ ® F st ¡ p s ¢ converges but not to zero, therefore eq. 103 requires:
so that we need:
Since we cannot have 30°j t ! 0 for any j 2 f1; :::; Jg, the asymptotic price equation only holds if " j t ! 0 a.s. for all j 2 f1; :::; Jg. Proof of proposition 11. If ± L st¸± st a.s., then clearly:
Finally, since by proposition 5 lim t!1 (p s =¼ st ) " t¡1 > 0 a.s., a fortiori
Therefore logarithmic utility maximisers dominate. Price convergence to probabilities can be proved by lemma 19 in Blume and Easley (1992) , p.34. Finally, dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers and price convergence to probabilities imply that CAPM traders vanish in the same fashion as in the proof of proposition 7. Proof of proposition 12. We …rst prove price convergence to probabilities and then dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers and extinction 30 See proof of proposition 7.
of CAPM traders. By lemma A.1 in Blume and Easley (1992) , p.34, prices converge almost surely to probabilities if:
so that condition 108 becomes:
We can show that a su¢cient condition for the left-hand side of 110 to achieve a non-negative minimum is that:
or equivalently:
The …rst constraint does not bind (since the summation will always be positive). Therefore the only binding inequality is the second one. We can …nally prove extinction of CAPM traders (and indirectly dominance of logarithmic utility maximisers) similarly to proposition 7. Proof of proposition 14. In a pure exchange economy, each trader i has an endowment in assets' shares fx 
However, going back to de…nition 13, it is straightforward to show that problems P1 and P2 are equivalent from an analytical point of view, when one substitutes " i t¡1 for x i st . In fact, since w t¡1 = P s ½ st , problem P1 can be rewritten as follows:
Finally, the market clearing condition requires for all s 2 f1; :::; Sg: X ¢ 2 ¢ S¡1 as if it was an endowment vector in assets' shares for trader i and we can study equilibrium existence as if we were facing a pure exchange general equilibrium model. Existence is guaranteed by strictly positive endowments and continuous, strongly monotone and strictly convex preferences.
Proof of proposition 15. Recall that demands are as follows: 
Solving for equilibrium prices we …nd: Proof of proposition 17. Market clearing requires:
Dominance of traders with a logarithmic utility function implies:
and therefore:
By lemma 20, ¡ ® MV st ¡ p s ¢ 9 0. As a result, (1 ¡ " t ) ! 0 a.s. and " t ! 1 a.s.
